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Summary. We present a system for autonomous underwater navigation as implemented on a Nekton Ranger autonomous underwater vehicle, AUV. This is one of
the rst implementations of a practical application for simultaneous localization and
mapping on an AUV. Besides being an application of real-time SLAM, the implemtation demonstrates a novel data fusion solution where data from 7 sources are fused
at di erent time scales in 5 separate estimators. By modularizing the data fusion
problem in this way each estimator can be tuned separately to provide output useful to the end goal of localizing the AUV, on an a priori map. The Ranger AUV is
equipped with a BlueView blazed array sonar which is used to detect features in the
underwater environment. Underwater testing results are presented. The features in
these tests are deployed radar re ectors.

1 Introduction

Navigating underwater requires localization without GPS. Stationary features
in the environment can be used to help the robot stay localized [1], [2], [3], [4].
Examples of sonar mapping can be seen in [5], [6] and [7]. This is commonly
known as simultaneous localization and mapping, SLAM . Some underwater
robots have the advantage of rather expensive sensors such as Doppler velocity
logs for measuring the movement of the robot. In this application the robot
must be expendable which limits the choice of sensors. Instead of a single high
quality sensor of the motion we have a number of weaker sensors that must
be fused to estimate the motion of the robot.
The problem of fusing data from dissimilar sensors is challenging for a
number of reasons [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]. First there is a temporal issue in
that some sensors need to be incorporated with a simple calculation at a high
update rate while other information might need intensive calculation but at a
much lower update rate. Another issue is observablity. Generally each sensor
provides only a partial observation of the total state. The problem is complicated by the fact that some sensors provide measurements in the relative
frame of the robot while others are in the absolute earth frame. Measurement
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errors that are correlated over time due to bias or environmental disturbances
can lead to over con dent estimates if the errors are treated as independent.
A more practical issue is that of getting the system to work robustly. This
requires that it be possible to examine each sensor's contribution to the nal
estimate separately. Only then can one hope to understand the system well
enough to tune the parameters.
2 Project Overview

The task of clearing a lane from sea to shore through a mine eld has traditionally been carried out by human divers. This method is associated with
very high casualty rates but in many cases there are no alternatives. It is
therefore very desirable to come up with methods that do not cost lives.
The system presented here is part of a larger project. The larger mission
scenario starts with a target eld of underwater mines along a shoreline. The
mine eld will be scouted rst by a REMUS AUV. The data collected from
the REMUS will be used to create an a priori map of the mines and other
strong sonar re ecting objects along the shore. A particular target mine will
be selected. The Nekton Ranger will then be sent on a mission to locate and
attach to the target. As the Ranger is a less expensive AUV than REMUS it
is meant to represent an expendable robot that could be set to detonate an
explosive charge after attaching itself to the target.
The a priori map will not be perfect. It will have an absolute accuracy of
about 5 meters. The relative accuracy between nearby features will be considerably better. The Ranger will be be able to get to within 70 meters of the
target on the surface and to dive to the target depth. The task then becomes
one of distinguishing between several nearby targets to nd the designated
target. The AUV must then navigate to that target accurately.
The approach taken is to have the Ranger carry out simultaneous localization and mapping, SLAM, were the SLAM state is initialized with the a
priori map including its uncertainty. By then matching the features detected
by the Ranger to the a priori map the robot pose will become correlated to
the a priori map. When this correlation is suciently accurate the target can
be acquired with con dence.
The a priori map will initially have relatively tight correlations between
features that go like the inverse of the distance between the features. The
absolute uncertainty of the features will be much looser allowing the map to
shift as a whole to agree with where the Ranger nds it. Thus upon matching
a feature seen by the Ranger with an a priori map feature both the Ranger
pose and the map will shift to reconcile any di erences. The side scan sonar
used by the REMUS to collect the data for the a priori map is di erent than
the forward looking blazed array sonar on the Ranger. It is therefore likely
that the maps will look di erent both in feature positions and numbers.
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3 System Overview

Figure 1 is a schematic over the navigation system. Its inputs, raw motion
data and sonar detections, are written to as data arrives. These writes then
trigger the lters downstream to update as data is pushed and pulled through
the system. The data from the motion sensors is fed to sensor speci c modules
Input Motion Filter:
Raw Motion Data

Generic base for forming
measurements with cov.
from sensor data

Predict Filter:
Deadreckoning Filter:
Fuses all continuous
velocity and pose
measurements.

Intergration of all
forces and torques on
the vehicle.

Sonar Detections

DeadService

Reference Filter:
Same as Deadreckoning
but adds GPS and LBL
measurements .

Ref. Service

FBN Filter:
Adjusts from high
to low frequency
with coorelation

Tracks Sonar Pings,
does SLAM with
matching to priori map.

Adjusts from high
to low frequency

The Nekton Ranger is shown to the left. The separate modules of the
navigation system are shown on the right.
Fig. 1.

called input motion lters in gure 1. These model the individual sensors error
characteristics. This sensor data is fused using ve separately tuned estimators. Each estimator has a speci c purpose and frequency as summarized in
table 1 The outputs of the input motion lters are pushed to the predict lter
Estimator
Predict Filter

Output
Rate
Inputs
Motion between
100 Hz Propeller Actuation signals, Various
measurements
parameters
Deadreck. EKF Smooth pose trajectory  30 Hz 3-Axis Compass, Depth, Altitude,
for tracking
async
Predict output
Reference EKF Corrected xy and
 30 Hz 3-Axis Compass, Depth, Altitude,
parameter estimates
async
GPS, LBL, Predict output
Tracking Filter Composite
1 to 2
Sonar Detections,
Squareroot SAM measurements
Hz
Dead-reckoning output
Global EKF
Localization on an
.01 to .1 Composite Measurements and
a priori map
Hz
Reference output
Table 1. The ve estimators that fuse the various sensor data are summarized.

and to two separate Extended Kalman Filters (EKF). The predict lter uses
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a model of the forces and torques acting on the vehicle to estimate the motion
over short periods of time. Each of the EKF lters has a speci c function. The
dead-reckoning lter provides the best continuous estimate of the robot pose.
This estimate is used as the frame for accumulating data from the sonar.
The reference EKF is identical to the dead-reckoning EKF aside from its
inputs and outputs. GPS and long base line transponder data (LBL) are the
additional inputs. These give measurements of the absolute x and y position
of the robot. They also cause the estimated trajectory to have discontinuities
in it. These 'jumps' are why the reference estimate is not used for feature
tracking. The reference EKF also estimates more parameters than the deadreckoning EKF. The additional parameter estimates such as water current
velocity can only be estimated using the GPS or LBL. The corrected parameters and their covariance are then passed to the predict lter to be used in
prediction for both EKF lters.
The feature based navigation, FBN, lter consists of two separate estimators. The tracking lter and the global EKF. The tracking lter accumulates
information from the sonar detections over short snippets of the robot path,
(SLAM). The local map and trajectory from these snippets are then used to
form composite measurements. These are then used to update the global
EKF. Matching to the prior map is done on the global EKF.
4 The Predict Filter

A propeller on the aft end of the robot is mounted on a universal joint that
can be pan/tilt rotated relative to the robot. An estimate of the pan/tilt angle
is used to decompose this propeller thrust into robot pitch/yaw torques and
a force forward. The movements of the robot through the water are resisted
by forces and torques proportional to the linear and angular velocities. These
forces then produce a convergent velocity for a given RPM. The parameters are
tuned to give the empirical .75 m/s terminal velocity at 1,200 RPM, Fig. 2.
The prediction model includes damping, actuation transfer, water velocity,
buoyancy, and wave surge parameters, all modeled as Gaussian.
These various forces and torques are integrated at a rate of 100 Hz using
Newton's equations to provide the EKF lters with estimates of the motion
between the sensor measurements. The EKF lter can be con gured to estimate and pass to the predict lter values for any of the parameters. The
predict lter will then used those along with its own defaults for the others
when making predictions. The right plot of Fig. 2 shows the improvement in
the dead-reckoning from using the reference EKF estimated parameters.
5 Dead-reckoning EKF

The dead-reckoning EKF estimates the robot pose, its velocity and angular
actuation parameters, a total of 15 dof. As input it has depth, altitude velocity,
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The tuning of the prediction for the yaw and pitch angle is done by comparing
to the 3D compass as shown on the bottom left (yaw) and. upper left (pitch). The
gure to the right compares the dead-reckoning and reference estimates of the robot
trajectory. The three paths have been o set to separate them for comparison. The
path to the right is the reference EKF output. It uses the GPS during the turn
arounds on the surface. The middle is the dead-reckoning EKF, sharing the predict
lter with the reference EKF. This allows it to bene t from the parameter estimate
made in the reference EKF. The left is the EKF, without any parameter sharing.
Fig. 2.

and orientation from a 3-axis compass. The output is a smooth and accurate
estimate of the motion between two sonar pings.
The dead service module does the translation from the EKF outputs at
around 30 Hz to two pose estimates at the ping rate (1-2 Hz). The two pose
estimates are a 6 dof incremental change estimate Pi and a 4 dof earth frame
measurement, Pe . The two estimated poses are then able to account for the
correlations between estimates taken at di erent times. The EKF provides
snapshots of the uncertainty at the time of each sonar ping. We must break
this uncertainty up into a part relative to the previous pose and a part relative
to the earth. This is done by accumulating the predictions used in the EKF.
Both poses' mean are the EKF values. The covariance of Pi is taken as the
accumulated prediction value. This then gives a system of matrix equations
that can be solved for the covariance of Pe . In this way we were able to have
the tracking lter run at a much slower rate than the EKF lters. At the same
time we had the exact pose and covariance estimate that the EKF provided.
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6 Reference EKF

The reference EKF adds estimates of velocity damping, linear actuation, and
water velocity parameters to the state vector estimated by the dead-reckoning
EKF. A total of 27 dof. The purpose of the reference lter is quite di erent
than that of the dead-reckoning EKF. The reference EKF is used to smooth
the GPS and LBL measurements for use by the global EKF which operates
at a much lower frequency. Only the xy parts are actually used. The global
EKF will only use the reference xy estimate for an update if the covariance
in xy has decreased (ie. when the Reference EKF has had a GPS update).
The reference EKF will only use a GPS measurement if its estimated
covariance is less than that of the reference EKF. The reason for this seemingly
odd update rule is that the GPS measurements have time correlated errors.
Using consecutive GPS measurements and treating them as independent will
cause the lter to become over con dent very quickly. The rule softens this
and essentially ensures that the covariance of the EKF will never get much
lower than that of the single best GPS measurement.
7 The Tracking Filter

The tracking lter has the function of tracking features in the sonar data and
using them to correct the motion of the robot over times of 10 to 100 seconds.
These times correspond roughly to the time a feature is in the eld of view of
the sonar. The output of this lter is a composite measurement that combines
the dead-reckoning and feature tracking information over this interval. So
a composite measurement gives the positions of any features tracked, the
estimated pose change for the robot and the absolute (z ,,, ) of the robot
at the end of the interval.
The tracking is done in a small scale but highly detailed SLAM lter. This
SLAM lter captures all the characteristics of the blazed array sonar. It estimates the entire path of the robot over the interval. Thus it adds 6 dimensions
to its state for the robot pose on each new ping. The features are parameterized in the sensor frame of the rst pose they were seen from. In that way
the feature will move when this pose is re-estimated. The parameterization in
that frame is the range and bearing to the feature. This ensures that the uncertainty in these parameters will be closer to Gaussian than simple Cartesian
coordinates would be.
The tracking estimator is a square root lter [13]. This is a Gaussian
estimator similar to the Extended Information Filter, EIF, which in turn
is equivalent to the EKF. It has several important advantages. The most
important is that as the square root of the information matrix is used the
condition number of this matrix will be smaller. A smaller condition number
means that the matrix equations that must be solved are numerically more
well-posed. This will virtually always lead to an improvement over EKF or
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EIF for SLAM. Secondly, one can in our case do the updates in constant
time. This is because the short snippets of path we use have no loops in them.
Partial covariances can be computed in constant time as well. Estimating the
full covariance would take a longer time but is actually never needed.
The details of this lter would take us beyond the scope of this paper and
will appear in a later publication. Here we present the system as a whole and
concentrate on how the parts work together in a particular application.
8 The Global EKF

The global EKF is updated with the composite measurements. This begins by
augmenting the state with the pose and features of the composite measurement. The EKF state can then be updated using the composite measurement.
The older previous pose can then be marginalized out. This implies simple
deleting the rows and columns of the older pose. The new features can then
be matched and merged with the older features including the a priori map
features.
The matching of the features is done in three ways. First any features
that were tracked in the tracking lter from one composite measurement to
another are matched based on a key provided by the tracking lter. Second a
threshold is placed on the mahanolobis distance between single features that
are relatively well correlated to one another to determine matching features.
Third multiple feature matches are search for. All of the pairs of possibly
matched features are used a a basis over a hypothesis space. This space is
search exhaustively if small enough or selectively if too large. The details of
the selective search and match criteria are original and require an entire paper
to describe. One part of our criteria is the joint compatibility test [14]. This
forms a distance between sets of points which is essentially the Mahanolobis
distance of a pseudo measurement equating the point in each set.
Where:

d = S 1 :

(1)

T
S = C + J;x Cxx J;
x:

(2)

Here C is the covariance of this pseudo measurement (a parameter) and
should re ect the nite size of the actual features, Cxx is the covariance of
the EKF state and J;x is the Jacobian of the measurement. This is balanced
against a threshold that is based on certain statistical measurements accumulated over the path of the robot.
The problem of nding candidate combinations to apply this test to is
where the diculty lies. The number of possibilities quickly becomes unmanageable as the number of features in the map increases. For this application
we deal with a relatively small number of features and a very slow update
rate for the maps. However we still need to limit this search at times.
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We start by forming matchdataij objects between each pair of features,
labeled i and j . This is a N 2 operation where N is the number of features.
The match data consists of rij , the Euclidean distance between the points,cij ,
the covariance of rij , and aij , the angle of the vector between them.
rij = jxi
cij =

xj j;

(3)

T
Jr;x Cxx Jr;x

aij = arctan(yi

yj ; xi

(4)
xj )

matchdataij = (rij ; cij ; aij )

(5)
(6)

Remember that we are using a compass and will take full advantage of
knowing the orientation of the robot and thus these angles in some cases. The
cases that we feel reasonably con dent about the angles between two features
is when the two features are relatively tightly correlated. This means that
they were either seen near each other in time as the robot moved or that they
were matched to features that were in turn tightly coupled to one another.
We see that this concept of two features being tightly coupled is important.
We de ne tightly coupled as cij < some threshold. Having this we can form
N lists of matchdataij objects where the ith list contains all the j that are
tightly coupled to i. These are the local patches that we will try to nd
multiple matches between.
Continuing to try and limit the number of possible matches we can note
all pairs that are possibly the same point feature by either rij or rij 2 =cij
being relatively small. These will be stored on a list of possible matches. We
can then iterate through this list and search for multiple matches between
the local patches associated with each of the possibly matched features. We
check if there are other possible matched features between the local patches
by checking the list.
9 Experiments

The experiments consisted of a series of underwater tests. A target eld was
deployed consisting of 12 radar re ectors anchored 1 meter o the sea oor.
These were meant to represent a mine eld obstructing access to a part of
the shoreline. The targets were deployed in three rows perpendicular to the
shore. Two of the rows had ve re ectors and a center row had 2 re ectors.
This target eld was then surveyed by the REMUS AUV (see Figure 1). This
data was then used to form a hand made a priori map for the Ranger AUV
to use, Figure 3 left.
The nal map made by the Ranger is seen to be very similar to the a priori
map however it is shows some features displaced from the priori positions.
The absolute xy of the map is of no signi cance here the important point is
that the robot pose is correlated to the a priori map. This despite signi cant
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On the left is the show the SLAM map as black ellipsoids and the a priori map
as red crosses. This map made no attempt to match the two maps to one another.
On the right is a map made with matching. The robot succeeded in matching on all
6 dives demonstrating the localization of the robot is working.
Fig. 3.

di erences in the GPS location x. The robot here dove six separate times
and was able to correctly match features to the map each time. In at least
one instance, (the rst return to start location), the ranger FBN Filter gave
better estimated positions then the Reference EKF had.
10 Conclusion

The system was able to localize the robot on the a priori map in real time.
This will allow an autonomous AUV to home in on a pre-designated target.
The approach of fusing the di erent sensor data using ve separate estimators
works well. This approach allows us to modularize the system which adds exibility and presumably some robustness. The various estimates give us a more
precise view of the overall estimation process than a single integrated estimator could give. We can then identify the source of any errors more quickly.
These error then give us a valuable guide to adjustments and re nements of
the estimators. The GPS was able to be used to improve the dead-reckoning
estimate without introducing any discontinuities in the pose estimate. That
thanks to a dual EKF implementation.
In the future we plan to work on the nal control of the robot to the
designated target. We would also like to add some active perception to the
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system by having the robot rotate slightly both in pitch and yaw when targets
are in view. This will help the convergence of the tracked feature's covariances.
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